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PRESS RELEASE 

  October 14, 2021 

 

ENASP President: We want to shape change! 

 

Following the ENASP conference on 27 September in Berlin, Martin Empl said: "We have seen 

convincing examples of the efficiency and innovative capacity of agricultural social insurance in 

Europe. That gives us courage and also a little pride. Let me make it quite clear with regard to the 

future: we want to shape change!" 

 

Following the ENASP conference on 27 September in Berlin, Martin Empl said: "We have seen 

convincing examples of the efficiency and innovative capacity of agricultural social insurance in 

Europe. That gives us courage and also a little pride. Let me make it quite clear with regard to the 

future: we want to shape change!" Among other things, Empl referred to examples of good practice 

from the member organisations KRUS (Poland), Mela (Finland), MSA (France), SVS (Austria) and 

SVLFG (Germany). „As an intergenerational solidarity-based insurance scheme, we want 

significantly more sustainability“, Empl said. "Because people cannot work and live happily, healthily 

and contentedly in an increasingly endangered and diseased environment. In a nutshell, farmers 

want to produce healthy food and be able to live well from it."  

 

Empl called for more appreciation of healthy food and its producers, the farmers: "As a 

representative of agriculture and as a representative of health insurance, I say: people, buy from 

the producers! Buy unprocessed products! Then you will live healthier, you will be better off and so 

will the farmers and horticulturists." He suggested that all children should be taught how to cook. 

This would serve to promote independence, life skills and, last but not least, health. On top of that, 

it is communicative. In addition, children should be shown much more about how food is produced. 
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This also promotes judgement and connects people. It literally creates a nurturing connection to the 

land and the people who cultivate it. 
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